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TOP
SPIN

Simon de Burton finds luxurious British automobiles,
jets and superyachts being assembled with the same
care and devotion with which they will undoubtedly

be treated by their owners for decades to come

Luxury interior of the Bulldog by Ruskin Design
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The cutting-edge single seat e-Go aircraft

When it comes to making things that take us

from A to B in luxury, Britain is on a roll. From

legendary marques such as Aston Martin,

Bentley and Rolls-Royce, to less familiar

names such as Zenos, Radical and Ariel, our

home-grown prestige cars are currently

drawing orders from all corners of the globe

in a way that has never been seen before.

But it's not just cars that are attracting

attention. The fortunes of Britain's

motorcycle industry are also undergoing a

dramatic revival, with firms like Triumph,

Norton, Hesketh and, again, Ariel, making

the most of a growing trend among the

well-heeled to embrace a suitably high-
end biking lifestyle.
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Our superyacht makers and designers, meanwhile 
~  including Devon's Princess Yachts, Cornwall's Pendennis
Shipyard and Hampshire based Sunseeker and Redman
Whiteley Dixon ~ are all enjoying international recognition
from buyers around the world.

We are even making headway in the world of aircraft, both
through private jet charter experts such as Victor Jets ~
which offers an almost unrivalled service in terms of cost,
versatility and choice ~ and through niche manufacturers
of personal planes including Cambridge-based e-Go which
recently launched a £60,000 single seater aircraft with a
range of 330 miles and a 90-knot cruising speed. 

Another British aviation firm is currently putting the
finishing touches to its fabulously retro, radial-engine
autogyro aircraft. And just so there's no mistaking where
it's made, it will be called the Bulldog Autogyro from
www.bulldogautogyros.com.

"Anyone who is looking for a run-of-the-mill, daily car to
buy as a disposable object would be wasting their time if
they came looking for one in Britain," says Robert Coucher,
the founder and international editor of highly respected
classic and high-performance car magazine Octane.

"But this is probably the first place anyone thinks of when

they go in search of a car that's hand-built, offers an

exceptional level of luxury or performance and which is

made to last ~ and that's because we have become

renowned as a centre of automotive craftsmanship, be that

for the hand-stitched interiors of a bespoke Rolls-Royce,

the traditional build of a Morgan or the high-tech design of

a Jaguar or Aston Martin.

“The simple fact is, buyers from around the world 

regard British-built automobiles as being rich in

heritage, exclusive, special and statement-making ~ and

also likely to hold their value in a way that the cars from

many other countries simply don't." 

Indeed, the revival enjoyed by names such as Aston Martin,

Rolls-Royce, Morgan and Caterham which has taken place

over the past 10 years, has had a knock-on effect in the

pre-owned market by raising profiles and encouraging

enthusiasts to embrace the histories of such makers.

The result is that the values of classic Aston Martins, for

example, have soared in recent years, so lending weight to

the marque's investment value. Especially sought-after

models such as the DB5 of the 1960s (famous as James

Bond's car of choice) regularly achieve in excess of

£400,000 at auction while, at one of its annual Aston-only

auctions, Bonhams sold the unique 1960 DB4GT 'Jet'

Coupe for a staggering £3.2 million.



The British motorcycle revival, meanwhile, is being led by the

Triumph marque which is set for additional success with the

launch of its new, five-family Bonneville model. It brings one of

motorcycling's most famous names into the 21st century with

an all-new, water-cooled engine and a vast range of accessories

and customising parts designed to capitalise

on the ongoing trend for truly individual-

looking machines.

And for riders who demand something

really different, there are numerous niche

makers based in Britain currently

delivering motorcycles all around the

world. Among these is Norton, which has

been revived by entrepreneur Stuart Garner who

builds his £15,000 Commando models in the grounds

of Donington Hall in Derbyshire. Then there is Hesketh, which

was brought back to life in 2010 by British engineer and

entrepreneur Paul Sleeman and whose factory in Redhill,

Surrey, builds the limited edition 24 models costing £35,000

apiece. Meanwhile, the aforementioned Ariel recently launched

its £20,000, Honda-powered Ace model that is capable of more

than 160 mph.

Equally exclusive is the new Métisse MK 5, a motorcycle

designed and built in-house in rural Oxfordshire by a man called

Gerry Lisi, who acquired the celebrated Métisse name more

than a decade ago. The MK 5 is powered by a bespoke, 1,000 cc

engine designed in conjunction with former Formula One

engineer Tim Baker and is available in normal guise or café

racer and street scrambler variants.

"I realised from the outset that, for Métisse to

survive, we were going to have to design and

build our own engine," explains Lisi. 

"It has taken nearly 10  years to do it because,

if someone is going to pay an entry price of

£30,000 for a motorcycle, it needs to be right

~ and to get it right means careful design and

considerable investment. We believe we're

there now, and the aim is to produce 30 or 40

MK 5 bikes a year for high-end buyers."

Lisi goes on to say, "I have had enquiries from around the world

from enthusiasts who love the idea of anything which is truly

made in Britain. Although our motorcycle industry did enter the

doldrums somewhat during the 1970s and 1980s, it has never

lost the reputation for excellence and imaginative design that

was built up during the previous half-century or so. People

remember that, and if they see a high quality, British-built

motorcycle, they seem to want to own it."

Simon de Burton is a contributing editor on How To Spend It
magazine and a seasoned freelance writer and author

Métisse MK 5 Café Racer
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It’s quite one thing to daydream about perfume and fancy bottles, 

and quite another to turn that dream into a realty. 

Ormonde Jayne’s founder, Linda Pilkington, achieved exactly that.

What started with a collection of empty perfume bottles and a

penchant for homemade fragrance, eventually took a more formal

path, leading to advanced tuition in perfumery: “I was intrigued by the

romance of perfume and perfume bottles given to me by my mother

and all her friends to create a sophisticated air to my bedroom”. 

Now, Linda enjoys the freedom and excitement of locating supplies of

rare and exotic oils. A tireless traveller, she has nurtured relationships

with growers all over the world, including Laos, Madagascar, the

Philippines, Morocco and France. In doing so, she’s gained remarkable

access to the most uncommon, often curious components, which she

then manufactures in-house and packages by hand. 

The boutique  is a fitting, visual representation of her

unflinching approach: a hand-painted silk

venetian lamp silhouettes theatrically against

a back drop of antique gold, and hidden

drawers containing a profusion of

treasures prevail behind

lacquered, ‘bento box’

walls. The finishing

touch, of course,

is the vibrant

mandarin packaging,

tied with bitter chocolate

satin ribbons: all at once

quirky and majestic, chic 

and still modern.

As for the world renowned perfumes,

Ormonde Jayne’s  library reposes on

an exquisitely simple principle ~ 

to create extraordinary scents

with oils not widely used in

the perfume industry.

“People laughed

when they heard

we used black

hemlock for our

signature perfume

Ormonde Woman, but

that’s the secret of our

success: daring to go where no

other perfumer has gone before”.

Ormonde Jayne is clearly

dedicated to perfection.

Ormonde Jayne 
D E D I C A T E D T O P E R F E C T I O N

Ormonde Jayne / 12 The Royal Arcade, 28 Old Bond Street, London W1S 4SL / +44 (0)20 7499 1100 / www.ormondejayne.com 

The quality of English
craftsmanship, the art of
french perfumery and 
the natural harmony 

of the Orient

When it comes 
to making luxury
objects ~ Britain
is on a roll


